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Pop and Dance Hall Reggae. 17 MP3 Songs in this album (79:49) ! Related styles: POP: Party Pop,

REGGAE: Dancehall Details: UK music group Dreamhouse (Paul Barry, David Riley, and Jules Tulley)

met each other while were working odd jobs - - as bartenders and bus washers and songwriter. English/

Jamaican David Riley was a remixer (who had already worked with such notables as R. Kelly and Fu

Schnickens), met the Scottish born Paul and Northern England born Jules while working in a London

recording studio aptly named Dreamhouse Studios. The trio gave it a go as a group and became a

full-fledged band after they were asked to prepare a dance album for release in the Far-East. Shortly

thereafter, the head of Forman Bros. heard a copy of the Dreamhouse rendition of Lets Live For Today

and was smitten by the magic that this trio captured. Great harmonies, infectious dance groove, and

reggae rapping of David Riley proved to be nothing short of incredible. Their original penned songs like

Walking In Shadows, Forever and Hay Que Linda proved the pure talent. An impromptu take of the

classic Maurice Williams' pop hit "Stay," just put things over the top. Forman Bros. signed the group and

put best efforts forth to jointly release through a label called Trauma Rec. in 1998. As the album was

being released, principal member Paul Barry was busy at work writing some amazing hit songs, such as

Believe for Cher, and Bailamos  Hero for Enriqu Iglesias, to name just a few. Paul is a celebrated

songwriter today. For many years, the Dreamhouse Sha-La-La had not been available, until now.
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